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We wish each one of you a very Happy New Year!
Let us leave 2020 behind with wishes for a 2021 that will rejuvenate us and fill us with gratitude for
all we have learnt this year, pull us up and out of any despondency and bring new joy and happy
times.

Auld Lang Syne

Original Scottish traditional song by Robert Burns
Should auld acquaintance be forgot
And never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot
And auld lang syne?
Chorus: For auld lang syne, my dear
For auld lang syne
We'll take a cup o' kindness yet
For days of auld lang syne
And surely you’ll buy your pint cup
And surely I’ll buy mine!
And we’ll take a cup o’ kindness yet
For days of auld lang syne
Chorus
We two have run about the braes
And pou'd the gowans fine
But we've wander'd many a weary fit
Since days of auld lang syne
Chorus
We two have paddl'd in the burn
From morning sun till dine
But seas between us broad have roar'd
Since days of auld lang syne
Chorus
And there’s a hand my trusty friend
And give me a hand o’ thine!
And we’ll take a right goodwill draught
For days of auld lang syne
Chorus
And surely ye'll be your pint-stowp
And surely I'll be mine
And we'll tak a cup o' kindness yet
For auld lang syne
For auld lang syne, my dear
For auld lang syne
We'll take a cup o' kindness yet
For days of auld lang syne
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Happy new year
Happy new year
May we all have a vision now and then
Of a world where every neighbour is a
friend

FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
Dear members and friends,
It is almost Christmas already! The year 2020 has been filled
with challenges for all of us, but as the year comes to an end,
we, at Shruthi, are now focused on the possibilities of the
New Year.
I do hope that you and your families are keeping safe and well
during these uncertain times.

We also had the opportunity to give an interview to Indian
viewers that included several different languages.

In this newsletter, Volume 4, and the final one for the year, I
would like to give you an update of the last quarter.

Now, it is already time for the AGM! The AGM is scheduled
for Saturday 12th December 5:00 PM and it will be online by
Zoom.

This quarter, we were unable to hold any in-person events for
obvious reasons, so we organised our second ever virtual
event – Darshana. Darshana was an extremely successful
event featuring two international artists: violinist
Padmashree A. Kanyakumari

The event also doubled as a fundraiser to raise funds to assist
international students through COVID-19 financial difficulties.
In September, we were invited for a meeting with Lisa Maloney, the Department of Home Affairs Community Liaison
Officer. Our discussion included matters affecting new migrants – about English program, parental visa complications,
international students’ and youth issues, the effect of COVID19, citizenship, and Australian values. We will endeavour to
share any update received from the Department of Home
Affairs whenever possible.

Please feel free to attend and participate in choosing the upcoming 2021 Shruthi committee. Please do not hesitate to
call me on 0414 377 430 should you wish to discuss the AGM
or any other matters, questions, or issues.
We received Deepavali wishes from Premier Steven Marshall
and many other parliamentarians; we trust you all had a good
Deepavali too.
There are many more interesting articles inside, so I hope you
have an enjoyable read and sincerely thank you for taking the
time to read this newsletter throughout the year.
Finally, as an end of year treat, we have negotiated a special
dinner deal with Spice Route, details on pg. 17.
We greatly appreciate your ongoing support.
As always, feel free to email us with your questions or feedback

For the first time, Shruthi participated in UIoSA Arts & Cultural Ganesh festival.

Warmest regards

A group of Shruthi members were enthusiastically welcomed
to Adelaide’s biggest Ganeshotsav. We participated by chanting Ganesha Atharvasheersham and Ganesha Pancharatnam,
as well as singing several Ganesh bhajans.

Narayana Rai
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President
Shruthi Adelaide

Significance of Jewellery in Indian Classical
Dances
By Prema Ayalur Subramanyam (Prema Srirama)
"Substance" is more important than the "Form". Perhaps, this statement may be true in several
aspects of life and professions but certainly in the area of performing arts, the form and the substance take an equal role. In certain cases the form takes a more significant role to capture the
attention of the audience. Many times performers give equal importance for the costumes,
makeup and jewellery in providing an enriching experience to the audience.
There have been several examples in the history of performing arts
where the entire costume and jewellery has taken the performance
to a greater heights along with the technique and skills of the performer. This is evident when it comes to Indian art forms. Classical
dances of India give a overarching significance to jewellery and
costumes. The mood of the performance and the scene is set by
adorning the right jewels and costumes that represent the storyline
being presented.
India has a long history, which went through various changes
through cultural influence and politics for more than 5,000-8,000
years. Because India had an abundant supply of precious metals
and gems, it prospered financially through export and exchange
with other countries. While European traditions were heavily influenced by waxing and waning empires, India enjoyed a continuous
development of art forms for some 5,000 years. One of the first to
start jewellery making were the peoples of the Indus Valley Civilization. The peoples of the Indus Valley were creating gold earrings
and necklaces, bead necklaces, and metallic bangles. According to
Hindu belief, gold and silver are considered as sacred metals. Gold
is symbolic of the warm sun, while silver suggests the cool moon.
Pure gold does not oxidise or corrode with time, which is why Hindu tradition associates gold with immortality. India was the first
country to mine diamonds, with some mines dating back to 296
BC.
Most of the Indian jewellery knowledge comes from secondary
sources such as sculpture and painting. The highlight of the Harappan civilisation was a graceful bronze statue depicting a dancer.
The dancer's hair was braided and adorned with three pendants,
and she was wearing a necklace. Her left arm is completely protected with armlets, and there is an armlet on her right arm near the
elbow and another armlet near the forearm. For the early establishment of the Indian tradition of wearing several bangle bracelets,
this utterly excellent specimen provides documentation. For this
time, however no other actual evidence of the way the pieces were
worn is available. The minimal jewellery shapes of earlier times
developed through the years until they contained ornaments for
every part of the body. Crowns, diadems, tiaras, hairpins, combs,
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earrings, nose rings, lip rings, and earplugs were for the head.
Necklaces, the ancient safety pin, brooches, breastplates, stomachers, belts, and watch fobs were available for the neck and torso.
Armlets, bracelets, and rings were fashioned for the arms and
hands. The artisans made thigh bracelets, ankle bracelets, toe
rings, and shoe buckles for the thighs, legs and feet.
Rich rajas decorated themselves with jewels during the Mughal
Empire (1526-1761)-on their turbans, on their ears, around their
heads, implanted in their nostrils and between their teeth. There
was considerable variation in the precious items worn by women.
Women wore golden wreaths for the head, large brooches, bands
of gold leaves with a star set in the centre with diamonds, braids to
be put in the hair along the part, and tiaras complete with several
tinkling pendants in complicated shapes. In order to wear a jewel in
the left nostril, some Indian women wore a jewel on their foreheads
or pierced their nose. For earrings, a number of types were used in
which pearls, filigree, diamonds, and coral appeared with contrasting colours in floral compositions. At the nape of the neck,
Lotus leaves made of gold sheets were worn with bunches of gold
flowers besides them. In multiples and in several lengths, necklaces
were worn, often touching the navel. Some necklaces were made
of a mixture of pearls and precious stones, while others were made
of different formed amulets. A very early form of Hindu amulet was
made of a gold plaque with nine precious stones fastened above it,
called a "Navratan".
The classical dance forms recognised by the Sangeet Natak Akademi of India and the Indian Ministry of Culture are:
Bharatanatyam, from Tamil Nadu
Kathak, from Uttar Pradesh
Kathakali, from Kerala
Kuchipudi, from Andhra Pradesh
Odissi, from Odisha
Sattriya, from Assam
Manipuri, from Manipur
Mohiniyattam, from Kerala
CONTINUED IN PAGES 18-20

DARSHANA — the blessing we received
Darshana means seeing or understanding. It is a synonym
for philosophy. It also means paying respect. The experience is considered to be reciprocal and results in the viewer
receiving a blessing.
If you think of something that encompasses all the above,
that would be the Darshana event that was organised by
Shruthi Adelaide. The visual that we saw and enjoyed, the
understanding that we gained from what we saw and heard,
the deep philosophies of life that the art of music and dance
brought to us… it definitely was a blessing that we received!
The artistes who made Darshana so special were classical
violinist Sangeetha Kalanidhi A. Kanyakumari who is the
recipient of Padmashree from the Govt of India and Bharatanatyam dancer and educator Acharya Dr. Rajashree
Warrier. Rajashree Warrier is an ‘A’ Grade artist of Doordarshan in Bharatanatyam. She is also a writer in Malayalam
and acclaimed vocalist. She holds PhD in Music. They both Her Kalpana swaras were so beautiful that at times even her
performed from India and we received the blessings here!
accompanist, Sai Rakshit just sat and gazed at her adoringThe event was attended by Dr Sridhar Neni, a commissioner ly! So obvious was her mastery that she made playing the
on the SAMEAC Board and the Chair of SAMEAC, Norman violin look effortless. Even the flourishes were done so matSchueler OAM also sent a video message with best wishes. ter of factly that we were left flabbergasted. Her playing
transported us to a beautiful place where we could have
Our main sponsor was Dr Pandian Kandasamy of Ingle Fam- stayed lost in music for a much longer time.
ily Dental Practice.
The piece de resistance was Brahmam Okkate where in the
The evening started with the violin recital par excellence. A bow literally danced over the strings to that Annamayya
Kanyakumari is not only a solo performer of the highest
krithi. It was a short, sweet piece but a real treat to the ears!
calibre but has accompanied some of Carnatic music’s
greatest singers like ML Vasanthakumari, DK Pattammal, M The maestro ended the program with Muralidhara Gopala
in raga Maand on a request by one of the listeners. And folBalamuralikrishna, Bombay Sisters, Sudha Raghunathan
lowed it with a Mangalam as the traditional ending.
and many more. Beginning with a traditional Ganesha
Stuthi composed by Papanasam Sivam, A Kanyakumari
went on to give a masterful rendition of the popular
Thyagaraja Swamy Krithi Yendaro Mahanubhavulu. She
mesmerised the audience with her playing and also gently
told us what she would play next.
The next item was in raga Narayanadri, one of the Saptadri
ragas, she explained. These are a set of ragas composed by
herself and named after the seven hills of Tirumala. This
was a beautifully nuanced number and you could practically
hear the words, the way the violin moved!
5

A most enjoyable katcheri, the finest, I think we have ever
heard at Shruthi, was enjoyed by even the most untutored
ear. The maestro chose ragas that were not too ‘heavy’ and
while keeping the pieces short and sweet, still managed to
give us a wonderful experience. What stood out also was
her simplicity and humility.

DARSHANA—the blessing we received
“Next time, I will come to Adelaide and perform for you
all in person,” the legendary musician promised with a
smile as she thanked everyone. Her humility and grace
showed in her acknowledgment of Vishwesh, the person
who had set up the sound and other technicalities and
was handling the camera.
A short break followed where in Dr Sridhar Neni spoke on
behalf of SAMEAC. He congratulated Shruthi on the excellent programs they organised and said the Premier
Steven Marshall and Assistant to the Premier Jing Lee
had also passed on messages of best wishes to Shruthi.
Dr Neni spoke of his love for music, dance and culture.
He showed how lovingly proud he was of his heritage
when he mentioned that he was born in Guntur, Andhra
Pradesh from where Kanyakumari maam is also from,
and paid his respects to her in Telugu.
After this, in the second half of the evening we were
treated to a scintillating dance performance by Dr Rajashree Warrier. Performing from Thiruvanthapuram,
Kerala, Rajashree Warrier, in spite of having a beautiful
studio in her own home where she teaches and performs,
had taken the trouble of hiring a professional studio with
better acoustics and with a professional videographer so
that we could enjoy a stellar performance. Such dedication!
The first dance was Thiruppavai of Andal where in Andal
is having a dream of getting married to Lord Ranganatha. Every stage of the wedding was elaborated and
while the abhinaya was beautiful, so were the body
movements. Rajashree took us through Andal’s preparations, emotions and excitement to the crescendo of the
wedding itself, until she suddenly wakes up!
The next item, Manasa Sancharare, was a well-known
Sanskrit composition by Sadashiva Brahmendra in Raga
Shyama and Adi Talam. It was a gorgeous piece with
some wonderful poses and expressions. In the charanam
she beautifully elaborated the story of Sudama. The abhinaya, that is facial expressions, as she told the story of
Sudama was absolutely mesmerising. It kept us glued to
the screen. Sudama’s poverty, his wife’s eagerness as she
feeds her children some freshly cooked food and anguish
when there is not enough for the baby… was indescribably perfect! And then, the story until he returns home
and his incredulity at the change that has taken place to
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his home… it was all very beautifully done. The sancharis
especially were exquisitely choreographed and performed.
As there was a few more minutes’ time, Acharya Rajashree decided to perform a quick item - Kaminimani
Sakhi, a Swati Thirunal composition in Ragam
Poorvakamodari and Mishra Chaapu Talam. The depiction of the conversation between the Nayika and her
Sakhi in simple Bharatanatyam movements was a pleasure to watch, again due to the expressions. The naughty
look of the Sakhi as interrogates her friend and the guilty
looks of the Nayika as she tries to give haughty replies
back were thoroughly enjoyable!
The whole evening of music and dance was extremely
enjoyable and one that we will look back on with great
pleasure. And we have the added pleasure of being able
to enjoy it again! It is still available on YouTube, at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4_cmnaG7Fk or
search Darshana Shruthi Adelaide, you should be able to
watch the show all over again.
Shruthi committee is most happy that they have been
able to bring us some stellar performances even through
the virtual medium. Looking forward to more!

By Vinaya Rai
Bharatanatyam
teacher and radio
producer

Paalkootu recipe
This is one of my favourites called ‘Thengha paalkootu’ - ‘coconut milk kootu’
Vegetables required: (free flow your choice)
- Raw banana
- Carrot
- Beans
- Peas
- Potatoes
- Tomatoes
- Onion
- Garlic
- Coconut milk 1 cup (for 4 people - medium consistency)
- Ginger 4cm piece
- Green chillies according to taste
- Curry leaves- 3 to 4 sprigs

METHOD:
1. Cut all vegetables into long pieces like avial
2. Cut onions and tomatoes into small pieces.
3. Boil all veggies including garlic tomatoes and onions
4. Add turmeric, salt and red chilli powder
5. In a saucepan add little oil, slit green chillies, ginger and curry leaves.
6. Pour the boiled vegetables in it bring to boil.
7. Add coconut milk to it, fresh curry leaves and switch off.
Paalkootu is ready!
Recipe by

Sheela Murali
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The dancer who took Bharatanatyam to the World…
Do you know the doyen whose documentary was made by
Satyajit Ray? And that too when she was 58 years old! At an
age when most dancers have stopped dancing or have been
forgotten, Satyajit Ray said he had waited 10 years to make
this film. "Bala filmed at 58 was better than Bala not

being filmed at all,” he is reported to have said.
Bala is Balasaraswathi, that revolutionary Bharatanatyam dancer who popularised Bharatnatyam
with her graceful performances. She had been dancing
for over 40 years and performing internationally but
had never been filmed!
At the age of fourteen, Ray had seen a performance of
her charismatic performances along with perfect nritta,
Balasaraswathi in Kolkata, in 1935, when she was sevBalasaraswathi is considered one of the greatest expoenteen years old. He never forgot it. He planned to
nents of Bharatanatyam.
make a film on her in 1966 but could not until 1976.
She faced severe criticism for dancing in public but she
Tanjavur Balasaraswathi belonged to a family of
had supporters too. The Madras Music Academy assistdevadasis. Seven generations of her matrilineal family
ed her in starting her dance school. Along with Rukmini
contributed to music and dance, some of them highly
Devi Arundale, it can be said that Balasaraswathi was
distinguished in their art. Balasaraswathi started dancinstrumental in popularising Bharatanatyam as a dance
ing at the age of 5 and made her debut at Kanform and for helping take it out of the temples and
cheepuram Ammanakshi temple when she was 7 years
make it respectable for girls from ordinary households
old. She gave performances in Chennai and other placto learn and perform the dance form.
es in the South.
Balasaraswathi was the first woman dancer to receive
Balasaraswathi was the first person to perform BhaPadma Vibhushan, the second highest civilian award in
ratanatyam outside of south India. She performed in
India. She was honoured with several other Awards
Calcutta in 1934. Her first overseas performances were
and a doctorate from Shanti Niketan.
in Tokyo in 1961 and the USA a year later. Lord HareToday her legacy lives on in the Balasaraswathi Instiwood, who watched her performance is said to have
said, “I have seen one of the three greatest dancers in tute of Performing Arts which teaches her traditional
the world today — Balasaraswathi. The other two are dance in her old home in Chennai. Her daughter Lakshmi Knight teaches the art in US.
Galina Ulanova and Margot Fonteyn.”
She was known for her depiction of Abhinaya and kept
audiences spellbound, amazing them that they could
follow the stories of a far-off land in a strange language
and unfamiliar music watching her face and movements. It is said Balasaraswathi struck no poses and
even rarely smiled while dancing! With her expressive
eyes and body that seemed to flow with the music in
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The ephemeral nature of art is such that we can only it
carry in our hearts and in our memories, Bala may also
be lost to our eyes, as the documentary has not been
able to be restored (with other Satyajit Ray films) as
the original negative has never been found. However,
we carry the art of Balasaraswathi in our performances,
our mind and heart.

Vinaya Rai

REMEMBERING SPB
Tribute from Shruthi Adelaide
We lost South India’s most popular singer, S P Balasubramaniam on 25th September. He sang in
films in all the south Indian languages, also in Hindi and many more languages, 14 in total. It is
amazing that with no training in classical music he
sang some of the best classical based songs in
films.

SPB’s first foray into classical songs in films was
probably Shankarabharanam. These songs are unforgettable. The 80’s and 90’s had plenty of films
with classical based songs like Sagara Sangamam / Salangai Oli, Annammayya, Rudraveena
(for which he won a national award), Ananda
Bhairavi and many more. In the Kannada film Ganayogi Panchakshari Gawai, SPB sang in Hindusta- S.P. Balasubrahmanyam (1946 - 2020)
ni style and won a National Award for a Tansen
composition umandu ghumandu.
Another favourite are the songs in the Tamil film Kaadal Oviyam which had classical dance
music. Sangeeta jaathi mullai from this film has extensive high and low notes and can be
said to have several raagas strung together like a Ragamalika.
SPB has said in interviews that he has no classical training. What comes across when he
speaks is his humility and gratitude. He is very frank when he credits his rendering of these
songs to the training that the music directors provided him and his practicing every nuance
of the songs over and over again.
With exceptional talent, passion and hard work, SPB worked his magic on the film industry
for over 50 years. He also showed that it is not absolutely necessary to be trained formally in
classical arts to be good at it. With talent and hard work one can achieve amazing things.
SPB visited Adelaide and gave a concert courtesy of Kalalaya Adelaide. It was a beautiful
evening when he tried to please speakers of all languages. He also met with fans and was
very friendly and affectionate to all.
Along with his songs ringing in our ears, what stands out for us is SPB’s modesty and down
to earth personality.

By Shruthi Committee
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Department of Home Affairs Meeting
The Shruthi committee held a meeting with Lisa Maloney, Community Liaison officer of Dept of Home Affairs, on 23rd September to discuss emerging community issues and matters affecting
new migrants.
Discussion points included:

- Functional English for migrants
- Parental visa
- International students’ issues
- Youth Social Behaviour issues
- COVID-19 issues
- Changes to Citizenship test
- Australian values

Online meeting with Lisa Maloney, A/g Community Liaison Officer, Department
of Home Affairs. Present Mr Narayana Rai, Mr Srirama Srinivasan & Dr Ashok
Kumar Manoharan
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QUIZ ANSWERS (VOLUME 3)
M S Subbalakshmi’s great-granddaughters, S Aishwarya and S Soundarya, sang a
song in a private audience with Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Name the
song.

Ans: Maithreem Bhajata, a composition of benediction composed in
Sanskrit by Jagadguru Shri Chandrasekharendra Saraswati
Who are the 3 Indian doctors who conceptualised dancing to Pharrell Williams’ Happy Song which went viral on Social Media and has become almost a Covid Anthem?

Ans: Dr Pooja Nadkarni Singh, Dr Sheetal Sawankar and Dr Unnati
Mamtora. And they are calling it the 'Song Of Hope'.
One of the most striking features of Indian classical dance are the hand gestures. In
Bharatanatyam, there are precise hand gestures or hasta mudras that are used.
How many are there?

Ans: 28 Asamyuta Hasta – single handed gestures & 24 Samyuth Hasta –
double handed gestures

ADVERTISE IN THIS SPACE
Newsletter Advertisement rates:
Full page $200
Half page $100
Quarter page $50
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≈ at GANESHOTSAV ≈
UIOSA Arts & Cultural Ganesh festival
Seven members (limited due to Covid restrictions) from Shruthi participated in the
Ganeshotsav organised by UIOSA. We participated in soulful singing to show our devotion
to Lord Ganesha and giving the audience an
exposure to traditional chants and devotional
songs.
Suma, Manjunath, Latha, Soumya, Prema, Vinaya and Narayana presented Ganapati Atharvasheersham, Sri Ganesha Pancharatnam, and
several devotional songs and bhajans including Maha Ganapathi
namosthute.
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OUR SPONSOR

QUIZ
Q1: Uday Shankar was Ravi Shankar’s brother and a very famous
dancer. Who was his wife? Why was she in the news this year?
Q2: Which is SP Balasubramaniam’s last song?
Q3: Everyone has heard of the Madras Music Season during December every year. When was it first held?

THE CORRECT ANSWERS WILL BE
PUBLISHED IN THE NEXT ISSUE
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QUOTES lattice
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Dinner special for Shruthi Patrons
4 Mains (Veg or Non-Veg of your choice )
AND
4 rice, 2 plain naan, 2 garlic naan, raita,
pappadams, mango chutney, 4 onion
bhaji (or 4 pcs Andaman fish ), 4 pieces
of chicken tikka, carrot (Gaajar) halwa,
and Mango Lassi
PLUS
x2 - 1.25 litre soft drinks
Total value $120

50% off
ONLY PAY $60
Call 82684949 to book and mention
or present this coupon

Brijesh Mangla
Director and Chief Student
Making learning and teaching fun for parents,
teachers and kids
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Bharatanatyam Jewellery:
The evolution of jewels were also reflected in the choice in performing arts across centuries.
The artist in the classical art form of Bharatanatyam is dressed in a colourful sari, adorned
with jewellery who presents a dance synchronized with Indian classical music. Their hand
and facial gestures are codified sign language that recite a legend, spiritual ideas or a religious prayer derived from Hindu Vedic scriptures, the Mahabharata, the Ramayana, the
Puranas and historic drama texts. The footwork, jewellery, costumes, body language, postures, musical notes, the tones of the vocalist, and the aesthetics integrate to express and
communicate the underlying text.
A Bharatanatyam dancer's style of dressing is more or less similar to a Tamil Hindu bride's. She wears a beautiful tailor-made sari consisting of a cloth specially stitched in pleats that falls from the waist in the front and the cloth widens like a hand fan when the dancer performs impressive footwork that involves stretching or bending her knees. The sari worn in a special way is well complemented by traditional jewellery, including those that adorn her head, nose, ear and neck, and vibrant face make-up that particularly highlights her eyes
so that her expressions can be seen properly by the audience. Her perfectly plaited hair is also embellished with flowers in a traditional
way. A jewellery belt adorns her waist while called odiyanam and her ankles are wrapped with musical anklets called chalangai made of
leather straps with small metal bells attached to it. The ankle bells are an essential item in Bharatanatyam dance. In response to the
'Tala' sounds, the dancer makes the right rhythmic footwork. The talent of the dancer judged according to their style and presentation.
The judges depend on rhythmic sounds of anklet bells to give their judgment. The beginners wear 2-row bells, the intermediate dancers
wear 3 rows and talented dancers wear 5 rows bells. The ankle bells treat sacred objects and worshipped on special occasions. The dancers never wear them casually. Her feet and fingers are frequently illuminated with the colour of henna to illustrate the movements of her
hands and is called "alta" and is saffron in colour.
Bharatanatyam dancers wear a unique set of a jewellery very attractive in the focus. The set of jewellery called 'Temple Jewels', such are
bangles, earrings, necklaces, and wristlets. The bun or plait of the hair decorated with a semi-circle of flowers. The forehead applied with
impressive 'tika' or 'dot'. The important jewel 'raakodi" , which is called 'the headpiece' is worn just above the flowers in the hair. The
'chandrasuryam' is represents the sun and the moon and is kept on either side of the plaited hair on the head. The beautiful earrings
hanged to the ears, a longer chain hanged to the neck. The chain "aaram" along with a choker necklace is worn designed in floral designs,
studded the red, green and pearl stones. 'Vankies' or amulets are ties to both sides of the upper arm, broad ornament belt, snake decoration for the long plait. The area Vadasseri in the town of Nagerkovil , Kanyakumari district of Tamilnadu is very famous for the original
'Temple Jewellery'. A prized possession of Bharatanatyam and Kuchipudi dancers, temple jewellery comes with bold designs and large
motifs inspired by traditional and mythological symbols. Dazzling peacock or a swan studded with stones or a bejewelled snake with its
hood up as a pendant is common design in such jewels. Traditional temple jewellery used to be made with silver and finished with gold
leaf, while some jewellers used copper as well. With the demand for the yellow metal going up, the basic frame is crafted in gold and the
stones are then placed and finished with gold leaf. From rubies and jade to garnets and coloured glass stones, several precious stones are
used as well.

Kathak Jewellery:
The jewellery worn by the dancers consists primarily of bracelets, earrings
and an ornamental belt. Some ornaments are often worn on fingers and
scalp. The 'Ghungaroo', a chain of around 100-150 tiny bells worn over the
ankles, is the main ornament of Kathak.
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Kathakali Jewellery:
Necklace, bracelets, gold breast-plates and bunches of tiny bells strung around the ankles comprise the ornaments and jewellery. The name of the different ornaments and jewelleries which
are used in 'Kathakali' dance are - 'Tholpoottu', 'Thoda', 'Valla', 'Chamaram', 'Chevipoovu',
'Hasthakhadakam', 'Padiyaranjanam', 'Pattuval', 'Parithikkamini', 'Santham-Peace', 'Kachamani',
'Chuttithuni', 'Kazhuthu Nada/Netti Nada', 'Marmala', 'Kurunira', 'Keshabharam/Kireedam',
'Kuttichamaram', 'Hanumanmudi', 'Krishnamudi', 'Konda', 'Makudamudi', 'Kaattalan',
'Kazhutharam', etc.

Kuchipidi Jewellery:

Headset (Including Sun and Moon), necklace, malai, bajuband, rokadi, bangales,
mattal, jimikki, belt, nathu bullakku Kemp full bharatanatyam dance set This
piece of jewelry can be used for bharatanatyam and kuchipudi dance performances Suitable for elders and above age 14 years, especially for dance and south indian marriage for bride.

Odissi Jewellery:

The Odissi dancers wears a crown or Mukoot , which is made only in the city
of Puri in Eastern Orissa. It is formed from the dried reeds called Sola. The
reed is carved by a series of cuts into the rod-like stem and forms various
types of flowers when a string is tied in the middle of the rod and pulled
tight. As the string is tightened, the flowers takes the shape of a flower. The
Mukoot consists of two parts, the Ghoba and Tahiya. The flower decorated
back piece, called the Ghoba, sits around the dancer's hair pulled into a bun
at the back of the head. This piece represents the Lotus flower with a thousand petals that lies above the head in the head Chakra which is known as
the energy center. The longer piece that emerges from the centre of the
back piece is called the Tahiya, and this represents the temple spire of Lord
Jagannath or the flute of Lord Krishna.
Odissi dance is always complemented with elaborate lattice silver jewellery
pieces. The jewellery is made from intricate filigree silver jewellery pieces.
Filigree, in French, means 'thin wire,' and in Oriya it is called Tarakasi in
Odisha. The jewellery pieces plays a pivotal part in the Odissi dancer's costume and is comprised of the tikka, worn on the forehead, Allaka, a head on
which the tikka hangs, unique ear covers in sophisticated shapes, usually
indicating a peacock's feathers, with jimkis earrings, two necklaces and two
sets of bangles that are worn on the upper arm and wrist
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Sattiriya Jewellery:
Traditional Assamese jewellery is used in Sattriya dance. The jewelleries are
made in a unique technique in Kesa Sun ( raw gold). Artists wear Kopali on
the forehead, Muthi Kharu and Gam Kharu (bracelets), different type of neck
pieces like Mata Moni (for male dancers), Golpata, Dhulbiri (shaped like the
musical instrument dhol), Bena (pendant shaped like a crescent), Jethipata
(lizard shaped), Dugdugi (leaf shaped), Senpata (eagle shaped), Dhansira
(strand of rice grain), Lokaparo (pegion design). Earrings are made in similar
designs and also Thuka Suna and Keru are worn by dancers.

Manipuri Jewellery:

Manipuri dance artists do adorn the face, neck, waist, hands and
legs with round jewellery ornaments or flower garlands that flow
with the dress symmetry. However, unlike other Indian classical
dance forms a Manipuri dancer does not wear a Ghunghroo that is a
musical anklet made of leather straps with small metallic bells attached to it.

Mohiniyattam Jewellery:

Ornaments used in Mohiniyattam show the inimitable talents of the goldsmiths of India. These elegant jewelleries, composed of gold, usually
include necklace, long chain (maangamala) vanki (armband), oddiyanam
(waistband) jimikky (swinging ear ornaments) and anklets.
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What's On in music, dance & art in Adelaide
ADELAIDE PARKLANDS ART PRIZE FINALISTS EXHIBITION & SALE 2020
03 Dec 2020 - 29 Jan 2021
09:00 AM - 06:00 PM
This exhibition celebrates the 75 Finalists in the 2020 Adelaide Parklands Art
Prize selected from over 360 entries by a panel of independent judges.

TARNANTHI ART FAIR 2020
04 Dec 2020 - 06 Dec 2020
05:00 PM - 08:00 PM at Lot Fourteen
The Tarnanthi Art Fair is going ahead both as an in-person event as well as
online. This year’s event features a curated display of selected Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander works for sale, handpicked by community-run art centres to highlight established, mid-career and emerging artists. It also includes
a broad selection of paintings, carvings, weavings, jewellery, clothing, textiles
and homewares by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists from across
Australia.

2020 X-MAS & NEW YEAR CONCERT
20 Dec 2020 - 20 Dec 2020
02:30 PM - 04:30 PM
The Chamber Music Group of Leo Multicultural Association delightfully invites
you to "Guide into the world of film music". Indulge in the eminent film music
of Bond themes 007, The magnificent Seven and Hymn to the sea in the honor of composer James Horner. Be a part of a collective mind and soul. Join
our journey to touch your wildest dreams.

SUMMERSALT GLENELG BEACH CONCERT
14 Feb 2021 - 14 Feb 2021
01:00 PM - 09:00 PM

The first to be announced in this series is Glenelg Beach, Adelaide and here's
the outstanding line up: Missy Higgins, The Cat Empire, Boy & Bear, L.A.B,
Montaigne and Emily Wurramara.
In Summer 2021, on top of showcasing the best of home-grown Australian
artists, it will also bring cultural attractions, in a family friendly environment,
placing a very heavy emphasis on local community and sustainability.
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What's On in music, dance & art in Adelaide
ADELAIDE WRITERS' WEEK 2021
27 Feb 2021 - 04 Mar 2021
Adelaide Writers’ Week is Australia’s largest free literary festival, offering both writers and readers a unique opportunity to spend time sharing
ideas and literary explorations in a garden setting in Adelaide’s city centre. Each Adelaide Writers’ Week includes six days of free panel sessions that are presented live in the gardens, and made available online
via podcast. The program also features a series of ticketed special
events throughout the year, and the popular free Kids’ Weekend, the
Middle and Young Adults day and the Twilight Talks.

ADELAIDE FESTIVAL 2021
26 Feb 2021 - 14 Mar 2021
The Adelaide Festival is an iconic Australian arts festival that runs for
two weeks in March. It is internationally recognised as Australia's preeminent arts festival.

WOMADELAIDE 2021
05 Mar 2021 - 08 Mar 2021
WOMADelaide is the iconic open-air festival set in Adelaide’s stunning
Botanic Park. WOMADelaide programs a diverse range of performances, lively discussion panels, workshops, large-scale installation works,
street theatre and many other unexpected experiences and avenues of
cultural discovery.

SOUNDS BY THE RIVER 2021
27 Mar 2021 - 27 Mar 2021
02:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Sounds by the River (SBTR) is an energetic, single-day music event
held annually in Summer on the banks of the majestic Murray River at
Mannum, South Australia, a comfortable 90-minute drive from Adelaide
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SA COVID-19 Restrictions Easing
The changes relate to density requirements, gathering provisions, requirements
for fixed seating venues, the COVID-SAfe Check-In & mask requirements for
health services.
From 1 December 2020:
• Density at premises: 1 person per 4 square metres INDOORS, 1 person per
2 square metres OUTDOORS
• Private functions (including weddings and funerals): 150 people maximum, I person per 2 square metres, standing consumption and dancing allowed
• Religious ceremonies: 150 people maximum
• Gatherings in private residences: 10 people maximum
• Events with 1000 people or more: must have an approved COVID Management Plan
• Community sport: permitted to resume
• Personal care providers: Personal care providers including hairdressers and
beauty care workers must wear masks. Patrons of those businesses are
"strongly" encouraged to also wear a mask.
• Gyms: open
• Cinemas, theatres, and other fixed seated venues: must use
"checkerboard" seating up to 50% of standard capacity of patrons
• Indoor play centres, amusement parks & arcades: must remain closed
• Health care, residential care, disability support & aged care: masks must
be worn when in the presence of other people
Masks are required where social distancing is not possible

COVID SAfe Check-In
The South Australian Government is introducing COVID SAfe Check-In, to enhance contact tracing and keep our community COVID safe.
If someone in South Australia tests positive to COVID-19, the COVID SAfe
Check-In enables SA Health to quickly contact others who may have been exposed to the virus and stop the spread of COVID-19.
It takes less than a minute to check-in, but has the potential to save our contact
tracers hours and hours of work in the event of a cluster or outbreak.
Download the free mySA GOV app from the Apple App Store or Google Play.
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Shruthi Adelaide Committee 2020
Name

Position

Contact

Mr Narayana Rai

President

narayanarai01@gmail.com

Mrs Sai Saraswathi
Maya

Secretary

saraswathinairmg@gmail.com

Mr Srirama Srinivasan

Treasurer

sriramking@yahoo.com

Dr Ashokkumar
Manoharan

Fundraising
Officer

ashokkumar.manoharan@flinders.edu.au

Mr Seetharaman
Duraiswamy
Srinivasan

Marketing
Officer

Vishva45@yahoo.com

SHRUTHI ADELAIDE SEEKING
Sponsors

Member renewals

New members

Life membership

Volunteers

Contributors

New ideas

Feedback

DARSHANA APPRECIATION

4/10, 6:01 pm

Hello there,
All good

. Thanks for organising this and pass my appreciation to the entire Shruthi committee

Dr Kamalesh
4/10, 9:15 pm

Hi Shruthi
Thanks to shruthi for the program today. Really appreciate all the hard work the committee does
to bring us these programs. Know it is not easy to organise remotely and coordinate with all.
Thanks once again
Lakshmi Sridhar
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